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Parameterizations of convective systems in LMDZ
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High clouds in LMDZ
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Simulator of UT clouds from IR Sounders (CIRS retrieval) 
(M. Bonazzola, C. Stubenrauch)

adapted from Hendricks et al., Meteorol. Z. 2010, Stubenrauch et al., J. Climate 1997

1) Construct clouds from vertically contigious cloud 
layers, assuming maximum overlap 

2) Assume random overlap for distinct clouds
3) Each cloud divided into sub-sections of similar 

vertical structure
4) Determine cloud optical depth tcld per cloud
5) Cloud detection if S ti > 0.1
6) pcld corresponds to pcld where tcld reaches 0.5
7) High-level clouds: pcld < 440 hPa

also allows to distinguish between:
Cb area  (ecld > 0.95)
cirrus (anvil) area (0.5 < ecld < 0.95)
thin cirrus area (0.1 < ecld < 0.5)

-> total cloud cover, high cloud cover,
pcld, Tcld, ecld, zcld (IWP & De)



Evaluation of UT clouds in LMDZ climate model  
‘simulator’ of UT clouds 
for evaluation of convection schemes / detrainment / microphysics in GCMs

comparison of diurnal cycle of Cb / Ci / thin Ci over Africa:

similar behaviour in LMDZ and in observations:
more thin Ci during day than during night

Next step: assess influence of different model parameters 

AIRS AIRSIASI IASI



Sensitivity tests on precip eff & ice fall speed  
Control:   epmax = 0.998, fallv = 0.67
decrease precip efficiency (epmax = 0.995)
increase ice fall speed (fallv = 0.95)

AIRS/IASI
3 months statistics

Model: Tcld smaller than data, average ecld in agreement
ecld increases / ecld decreases

very preliminary



UT cloud system approach

Control
decrease precip efficiency
increase ice fall speed 

data

system size similar; system size decreases / increases

Challenge: adapt approach to coarser spatial resolution (2.5° x 1.25°)

very preliminary
only 3 months statistics

Tcld is smaller, a preliminary study also shows an increase of thin Ci/tot anvil when
convection gets deeper

mature UT cloud systems

size

si
ze

TCb TCb



Conclusions & Outlook

 AIRS / IASI cloud simulator has been developed for LMDZ 
including partitioning of Cb / Ci / thin Ci

 Diurnal evolution of Cb / Ci / thin Ci can be evaluated with AIRS / IASI

 AIRS / IASI simulator will be integrated into COSP

 UT cloud system simulator has to be adapted to spatial resolution

 First preliminary results promising



Sensitivity tests on precip eff & ice fall speed  
Control:   epmax = 0.998, fallv = 0.67
Control1: decrease precip efficiency (epmax = 0.995)
Control2: increase ice fall speed (fallv = 0.95)

AIRS/IASI
3 months statistics

during day 
slightly less Ci & 
more thin Ci

increase of Cb,
afternoon: 
increase of Ci & 
decrease of th Ci
(more ice in UT)

morning: 
increase of Ci,
decrease of th Ci
afternoon 
opposite



Sensitivity tests on precip eff & ice fall speed  
Control:   epmax = 0.998, fallv = 0.67

Control1: decrease precip efficiency (epmax = 0.995)

Control2: increase ice fall speed (fallv = 0.95)

AIRS/IASI
3 months statistics

during day 
slightly less Ci in 
model compared 
to data

increase of Cb
(more ice in UT)

increase of th Ci,
decrease of Cb


